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BOR calls for a
14•.7°/o tuition hike
by Lance Turner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Board of Regents, the
governing body for the State
University System, meeting
on Friday, passed a recommendation calling for a 14. 7
percent tuition increase. If
approved by the Legislature,
this could affect all of Florida's
university students.
A seven percent increase
was blocked last year when
the Florida Student Association mounted a successful lobbying effort on the Legislature.
The FSA, founded in 1976 1
represents state university
students as their lobbying
voice to the Legislature. The
group's board of directors
-made up of the student body
presidents of the nine State
Universities - met this weekend with staff members and
campus leaders to discuss
plans for this year's legislative
session.
At Friday's meeting the
BOR opened discussion on the
tuition issue and announced
its position on the increase.
Speaking as chairman of
the FSA, UCF Student Body
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Books close on Oct. 8
for Nov. 8 election.

President Denver Stutler responded to the regents, "We
won't support a 15 percent
increase."
UCF student Jackie Goigel,
who was appointed the student member of the BOR in
August, proposed a 11 percent
tuition increase and said,"the
FSA expressed that they can
support a seven percent increase."
Regent Robert Dressler
said, "seven percent would
have been reasonable last
year."
The tuition that state university students currently pay
only covers 20 percent of the
total cost of their education. If
the Legislature approves the
BOR recommendation, this
figure would stand at 22 percent for next year.
The BOR has set a goal for
students to eventually cover
one-quarter of the total cost of
their education.
Higher tuition costs are
just part of the BOR plan to increase the total operating
Biii Foxworthy/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
budget, in order to meet the
AGAI !
needs of the rapidly expanding K IGHTS
UCF is now 4-0 with its latest victory over East Tennessee State
university system.

From 10 a.m. until 2
p.m. on Sept. 28 in front
of the Student Center,
the Orange County Bar
Association's Young
Lawyers Committee will
be holding a voter registration drive. An ID and a
document showing current address are needed.
Voter registration will
also take place at the following locations:
·University Realty,
1003 University Blvd.,
Orlando
·Voter Registration Otte,
1 N. Orange Ave., Orlando
·Job service of Florida,
58 E. Main Street,
Apopka
•Keyes Realty,
2211 Lee Road,
Winter Park
•Bank of Central Florida,
Horatio & 17-92, Martland.
•Yogi Bear Parkway,
8555 Space Coast Pkwy.
Orlando
·Tucker State Realty,
5750 Silverstar Rd.,
PineHills

Saturdayatternoon. The final score was 23-17.
SEE BOA PAGE 4

Election fills 16 Senate seats
Benjamin B. Markeson

UCF gets $1.95 million
to study laser chips
plications. If extremely miniaturized lasers can be instiCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
tuted in the middle of each
chip, then information can
UCFs$1.95million share of move faster," said Patrick Ria Defense Advanced Research ordan, director of public inforProjects Agency (DARPA) mation for the state Board of
grant awarded to Florida's Regents.
Two applications of the lastate university system will
ser
study will include the use
make for further strides in
producing laser computer of laser light and non-linear
chips and enhancing the tech- crystals. The middle of a laser
nological image of the univer- computer chip uses photons
which are particles of light
sity.
Dean McFall, di rector of which increases the speed at
public affairs, said the grant which they work.
"Present computer systems
calls for $1.65 million to be
operate
on the exchange of
applied toward research in
opto-electronics and $300,000 electrons which have a physics
for study of super-conductiv- imposed limit for their speed.
ity. Coordinating the effort At issue is how to make the
will be UCF's Center for Re- devices that manipulate the
search/Electro-Optics and laser light particles," said Dr.
Michael Bass, vice president
Lasers (CREOL).
for
sponsored research.
''What will be created might
be the next generation of
SEE DEFENSE PAGE 5
computer chips with laser apby Andre Marrou

COPY EDITOR

The Student Senate elections held Sept. 19 to 21 on
UCFs main and area campuses to fill 16 Senate seats
attracted 1, 273 voters.
This turnout, while not
as high as the 2, 133 votes
cast (out of 16,664 students
enrolled) in last spring's
hotly contested SG presidential election, is higher
than last year's Senate election turnout of around 800.
The largest number of
voters, 430, came from the
College of Arts and Sciences. Reportedly, at the
Daytona area campus about
230 students (33 percent)
·voted, out of the 700 en-

Tom Webster/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SEE SENATE PAGE 4

Voting to fill Student Senate seats was held last Tuesday and
Wednesday on the Green.

SPORTS
• A look at the Fighting
Knights' first win on the
road since 1986. Also,
Coach Gene McDowell
'has UCF's whole football
future in his hands.' See
Page 16.

, OPINION
• · In Letters, find out what
readers think about the
'Dome,' SG and the merits
of Reaganomics. Also,
what can students do
about the proposed 15%
raise in tuition?
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. Dean of Arts and Sciences.to step down
by Doris Pfister
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

'
•

The man who has occupied the ''big
chair" in the College of Arts and Sciences will give up his position as dean
to resume full-time teaching.
Dr.Jack B. Rollins, who has headed
the largest college at UCF for the past
31/2 years, decided he wants to devote
more time to his family and "those
professional activities for which I was

trained." Rollins' resignation will become effective in July.
In his resignation letter, which was dated
Sept. 20, Rollins wrote,
"After considerable agonizing, I have fin ally
reached a decision .. . I
'desire that the remaining
12 or so years of my professional career be devoted full time to my re-

Jack Rollins

search and teach)ng activities." He wijll continue to work for the uni-·
versity as a psychology
professor.
Rollins added, "I have
thoroughly enjoyed my
years in the administration at UCF, and with my
planned change in direction, hope to continue to
contribute to the success
of this institution."

Rollins, who holds a doctorate in
psychology, came to UCF in 1970 from
the faculty of Stetson University in
DeLand. Before his appointment as
dean in March 1985, he twice served as
acting dean and associate dean of the
college.
His duties as dean include overseeing approximately 270 faculty members and 19 academic- departments,
offering more than 60 degree proSEE DEAN PAGE 5

UCF sets up task force
to study moral values
approximately 20 faculty
members and students. MemCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
bers of the task force were se1ected by UCF President TreA "Task Force on Values" vor Colbourn.
Student Body President
has recently been established
to identify a code of moral val- Denver Stutler, who serves on
ues for UCF students and fac- the committee, said, "Students
have a responsibility to make
ulty.
"We are trying to come up sure their education is the best
with a framework of ethical it can be; and by re-evaluating
standards which express how our commitment to certain
we should treat each other," values, we are re-addressing
said Dr. Jeff Butler, chairman our commitment to quality."
Joan Ruffier, chairman of
of the task force and a professor in the communication de- the state Board of Regents
called on the State University
partment.
However, Butler empha- System "to identify those
sized that the committee (and moral values we wish our acathe university as a whole) does demic community to reflect."
UCF President Trevor Co1not want to act like:itis a "great
authority on morals. We just bourn said Ruffier asked that
want to establish a code of each of the nine state universiethical conduct not a menu of ties set up a task force to con'should' and 'should nots.m
The group is made up of
SEE TASK PAGE 7
by Doris Pfister

Tom Webstl!f'/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

JAMAICAN JAMMIN'
A reggae band played on the Green Wednesday to draw attention to theStudent Senate elections.

News clips
• CLAST PREPARATION

For students who will be
taking the CLAST on Oct.I,
the Student Academic Resources Center is offering several two-hour review sessions.
The courses are divided into
four categories: writing, essay,
reading and math. On Tuesday, Sept. 27 from 6 to 8 p.m.
writing will be reviewed. On
Wednesday, Sept. 28 ma th w11l
be covered. On Thursday,
Sept. 2~ from 10 a.m. to noon,
the essay category will be reviewed and on Friday, Sept. 30
from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
math will be covered.
All sessions will be held in
the Student Organizational
Lounge across from the student mailboxes by the Topical
Oasis.

•DREAMS

What do dream symbols
mean? This is the question
most often asked by people
interested in their dreams.
Dr. Lint Hutchinson will
examine dreams and how to
interpret their meanings in a
workshop held at Rollins College which will run Oct. 11 to
Nov.15.
For more information about
registration, call 646-2632.

• STRESSBUSTERS

• RED CROSS CLASSES

The UCF Health Resource
Center holds a Stressbusters
meeting every Wednesday at
11 a.m. The group discusses
stress management, test taking techniques, relaxation
tools, biofeedback, nutrition
and other stress related aspects.
For more information, call
281-5841.

Recreational Services, in
cooperation with the American Red Cross, will be holding
certification classes in CPR,
first aid, advanced life saving,
and life gaurd training for
students and faculty/staff.
These classes wlll meet every
Monday evening at 6 p.m. at
the UCF pool.
For more information. call
Recreational Services at 2752408.

• AIDS EDUCATION

UCF in looking for 10 students interested in learning
about AIDS. Successful individuals will become resource
persons for the Orange County
School System.
Following a required AIDS
workshop, students will spend
one day with · an Orange

•

County high school Life Management teacher.
This grant project is open to
all students, all majors, in
good standing. Students must
be able to give up one day of
classes in mid- to late October.
For more information, call
Sharon Douglass at 275-2214.

• CREATIVE WAI.TING

The Rollins College Division of Non-Credit Programs is
offering a creative writing
workshop this fall. Connie
Riggs, a local free-lance writer
will conduct this course. It will
include discussion about short

stories, feature articles, column, and memoir writing.
The course will run from
Oct. 12 to Nov. 16 and costs
$150. For registration information, call 646-2604.
•

REPUBLICANS

The UCF College Republicans will meet on Thursday, in
HPBllO at 4 p.m. New menbers are welcome to attend.
• MHA SCHOLARSHIP

Graduate students with
financial need and high academic achievements, who are
majoring in psychology, mental health counseling, school
psychology, family counseling
or may be eligible for a scholarship from the Mental Health
Association.
For more information, contact the Financial Aid Office or
call Will Shaffner at 275-2827.
• ENGINEERINNG AWARD

The American Consulting
Engineers Council is awarding
a $5,000 scholarship to. a
qualified engineering students working towards a B.S.
degree.
For more information, call
Will Shaffner at 275-2827.
•ECONOMICS CLUB

The first UCF Economics
Club meeting will be held
Thursday, Sept. 29 at 2:30
p.m. in PH Room 448. Any
major is invited to attend and
refreshments wil1 be served.
• CLASSES OFFERED

Special programs for chil-

dren 4 to 6 years old are being
offered by the division of noncredit programs at Rollins
College. The programs are after-school on Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays in art,
music and theater. Call 6462632 for information or registration.
•SEMINAR

The Division of Non-credit
Programs at Rollins College is
presenting sesveral seminars
in business and professional
development. For brochures
on the several seminars, call
646-2604.

•TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE

The Student Academoc
Center offers all UCF students
free tutorial assistance with
mathematics, English, economics, study skills and taking the CLAST. It also has
computer programs to
sharpen skills for the GRE,
GMAT and the ACT. For more
information, call the center at
281-5130.
• ARBORETUM OPENING

Picnic blankets, musical
instruments and sketch pads
will be welcome accessories to
an afternoon of food, musi and
just communing with nature
on Oct. 29, when the UCF
• BLACK TIE GALA
New Directions, a young Arboretum officially opens.
Planned activities include a
professionals group of the
American Cancer Society, will tree-planting ceremony, plant
host the second annual Crea- sale, workshops on gardening,
tive Black Tie gala on Satur- natural history and watercolor
day, Oct.15 at 7:30 p.m. in the painting.
Events are scheduled from
lobby of the First FA Building
2 to 6 p.m. For more informain downtown Orlando.
The price of each ticket in- tion, call Bill Daum at 275cludes live entertainment, 2504.
great food and a cash bar.
Advance tickets may be pur- • HELPING PEOPLE
The Central Florida
chased through the American
Cancer Society office at 843- Helpline is holding two
courses titled How to be a
8680.
People Helper. The training
• FINANCE CLUB
will include topics such as:
The Student Finance Asso- active listening skills, crisis
ciation will be having a meet- intervention, caring confroning on Wednesday, Sept. 28, tation and the basic skills of
1988 at 4 p.m. in Phillips Hall counseling.
room 104. The guest speaker
Participation is open to
wi1l be George Livingston anyone. Classes will begin Oct.
speaking on commercial real 4 and will be held on Mondays
estate. For more information, and Wednesday. For more in·contact Dr. Atkinson in the Fi- formation, call Pat Ritz at 740nance Dept. at 275-2525.
7408 .
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rolled. Members of the SG
Elections Commission were
unavailable for comment.
"Mainly, it's the people who
are [in] contested [races], who
are ... trying to get the students to vote for them," said
SG Comptroller Dash Wendrzyk, who until this summer
served as president pro tempore of the Senate. "With the
16 seats that were contested,
that made a difference."
At stake this year were
seven seats from the College of
Arts and Sciences, five from
the College of Engineering,
three from the College of Business Administration and one
from the College of Health.
Forty-three of the 44 seats in
the 21st Senate are now filled.
Only the second seat from
the Liberal Studies Program
remains open, because a writein candidate for it was disqualified by the Elections
Commission.
Winning candidates felt
pleased with their Senate victories.
"I feel really good about my
win. I campaigned hard and I

27, 1988

deserve a seat," said David
Mann, 20, a sophomore political science major, who beat
Robert LeBeau by a 30-vote
margin to take Arts and Sciences seat No. 8.
"I'm looking forward to
working hard and accomplishing something for the future of
this campus," he added.
Mann hopes to study the
feasibility of implementing a
shuttle-bus system between
surrounding apartment complexes and the main campus to
provide some relief for UCF's
parking problems.
Shawn Aaron, 18, a fresh man political science major,
who beat Sen. Joseph Thomas
by a 20-vote margin to win
Arts a nd Sciences seat No. 7,
said, "it was a close race. It was ·
·hard to run against him. He's
done a lot for the Senate in the
past year. [But,] I feel I have
the confidence and motivation
to go and do a good job ... "
Aaron said he would like to
study the possibility of offering
a low-cost daycare center on
campus for students with children
"People who have children
should not be put out in the
cold. They should be able to
have education too," he said.

said. Of the University System,
she said,"We're good ,
FROM PAGE 1
we're getting better, we're
going to be the best."
Fcur areas of major imThe tuition costs for state
provement were addressed by university students are diBOR Chairwoman Joan Ruf- vided into seven line items.
The average cost per credit
fier: faculty pay, library resources, capital outlay and hour for UCF students is as
graduate programs.
follows: matriculation (class
She said that Florida's uni- enrollment), $23.11; Activity
versity system is going to and Service Fee, $3.90; health,
achieve its top-five national $3; Capital Improvement
ranking, and these areas are Trust Fund, $2.44; building,
part of the overall improve- $2.32; athletics, $1.90; and
financial aid, $1.16.
ment needed.
"Our [BOR] understanding
The BOR's recommended
and our aspirations have to be increase would only affect the
shared with everyone," Ruffier matriculation line item.

·

Results of Senate elections held Sept. 19 to 21

Note: The first . number is the candidate's percentage of the vote. The second number is the
amount of votes the candidate received. A-../ denotes the winner. A * denotes a write-in candidate.

•

Business Administration

Arte and Sciences
Seat2
...J Barbara Papaleo
Tim Brown

55 .5 {191)
44.5 (152)

Seat1
...J Liz Swanson
Ernie Kepler

77 {77) .

Seat4
...J Lori Dickes
Sheldon Friedberg

85 .3 {314)
14.7 (54)

Seat 3
...J Bryan Smith
Cathy Jones

61 {123)
39 (79).

Seat 5

Seat 4
...J Travis Gunder
Tom Reed

61 -(219)
39-(130)

Dana Boyte
Tony Pelt
...J

23 {23).

70.6 (156)
29.4 {65)

.

Engineering

Seat6
...J Jason "Otter" DiBona
Hector Rodriguez-Valen tin

60 .8 (219)
39.2 (141)

Seat7
.J Shawn Aaron
Th omas Joseph

52.5 (206)
47.5 (1 86)

Seat a
.J David Mann
Robert LeBeau

Seat 5
.J Davy Jones
Ger.aid Suiter

54.1 (198)
45.9 (168)

Seat 6
.J Sean Brannen
Scott Lentz

60.3 (88)
39.7 (58)

Seat11
.JSuzanne Loflin
Mark Mollan
Julie Novotony

52.5 (198)
34 (128)
13.5 {51)

Seat 7
.J Nick Evangelo
Jon Pohlers

71.5 (110)
28.5 {44)

Health

Seats
../Ken Rasmussen
Jeff Eberle

Seat 1
.J Susan Hackett
Frank Mariano

54 {87)
74 (46)

Vickie Westmark
Jorge Cadiz

...J

•

56 (85)
44 (67)

53.5 (91)
46.5 (79)

62.5 (20)
37.5 (12)

BOA

What independent
susp~nsion does for
your BMW, Kaepa
Cloes for your foot.
'

,,,.
''
'

.-=<

~
.
\ ·

'
•
If you look at the photo closely, you'll see
that the Kaepa shoe's upper is actually two
independently moving parts.
This solves the problem of conventional
.llhletic shoes, which may fie perfectly when
vou're standing still, but distort when your
foot flexes, pinching down at the top of your
foot and bulging out at the heel.
When you move your foot, Kaepa's Action

~~

Hingern moves like a body joint, smoothly
mimicking your foot's flexing action.
The result i quicker easier more precise
footwork. And comfort that doesn't stop when
you start moving.
Kaepa makes shoes for tennis, aerobics, fitness, and basket ball.
So whatever your sport is there's a Kaepa
that'll give you a $30,000 ride.

•
•
_,.

l<aepa.
Independent Suspension For Your Foot."'
For nearest retai l locations, 1-800-233-4095 , Ext. 224

8flt foxw0f1hy/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

THE NEW MASCOT
Mack the Knight has made his debut as UCPs new mascot
during this football sea~n.

---------------··

Sports Unlimited
Athletic Store
Pro-Am Locker
Team Sports Center
Sport Port
Athlete's Foot
, . I "K...,.. '""· ~ AMoooio. T.... All ...... - - 1. U.S. .........,...,,._ -.,...;.1-- .........
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TED
College Rep For
Campus
Prefer Marketing Major with
Promotional Experience
Approximately 15. hours

~

week

Contact Sandra Murwin,
Wayne Densch, Inc.

851-7100

Schools may be cut
from loan programs
. ..

could face. "Other, lesser sanctions would also be available."
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
The proposed rules would
require the trade schools to
disclose state licensing and
The Reagan administration certification requirements,
has again proposed not to and the pass rates and job
make college loans to students placement rates of their
who attend colleges where a graduates.
The schools will also have to
high number of people have
provide pro-rated refunds to
defaulted on loans.
It also wants to make banks students who do not complete
that have made a lot of "bad" their programs if the new I1,lles
student loans assume some of are enacted.
Bennett has charged the
the risk of default.
The proposals - published training schools with ripping
in the Sept. 14 Federal Regis- off students. "Too often the
ter - will become an official only thing they get out of these
rule if they're not challenged schools is debt."
The administration drew a
within 90 days.
Bruce Carnes of the U.S. vehement reaction from trade
Department of Education, in schools when it first floated
announcing the proposals, re- the idea last spring.
School lobbyists protested,
leased figures showing that 10
percent of the banks making claiming that most defaulters
student loans had at least one were relatively poor students
of every five loans it made in who couldn't afford to go to
more traditional colleges or
default.
Those banks, said Carnes, universities.
The General Accounting
generally made loans to students attending private, for- Office, Congress's investigative arm, also has found stuprofit trade schools.
Secretary of Education Wil- dents default on their loans
liamJ. Bennett, who has in the most typica11y because they
past termed the student loan don't have the money to repay,
default rate intolerable, said not because they're deadbeats
termination was the most se- who simply choose not to repay
vere sanction an institution them.
Staff Report

DEFENSE

tioned limit.
There are various uses for
lasers from the medical world
to materials processing to
"I've been involved in lasers communications.
As part of a state wide $25
since 1961 and if someone
asked me if the most common million grant, UCF's share
use of lasers would be to play provides for assistance from
music in the home, I'd say no. the computer science and
It would've never been imag- physics departments. Study
ined. Now, the compact disc is on artificial intelligence could
the most common laser in the create a computer where information is given by calling up a
world."
The use of laser light par- crystal.
Jobs for graduate students
ticles in superconducting materials could create better elec- and research associates are
tronic computers since there's imminent for the combined
no resistance which would cre- effort of all involved.
"The research here at UCF
ate no heat, said Bass.
Current high-speed com- is one of the most imaginative
puters develop resistance be- processes involved in supertween electrons and that is conductivity. Lasers are easwhy they are cooled with liguid ier to use with super-conductnitrogen. This is also the rea- ing materials since they work
son why research facilities are at nearly absolute zero ,"said
kept at a certain air-condi- Bass.
FROM PAGE 1

Peace Corps ...
the benefits are out
of this world.
While working in the Peace Corps, you
help others to help themselves and you
benefit yourself. Some of these benefits
are:

•Valuable overseas work experiencehelpful when applying to grad,
uate schools and jobs after
Peace Corps;
•Language skills;
•Postponement of educational
loans;
•A $5,400 readj ustment allowance
. at the end of your two years;
• And much mo re! Look us u p. You
won't regret it.

Learn More Abou t It
September 27, 1988
10:00am - 2:00pm
(Bookst~re/Minimall)

Talk With the Peace Corps Rep
For Details Call Toll-Free

1-800-468-2 745

·,Peace Corps. ...
the toughest job you'll ever love

5
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UCF STUDENT APPRECIATION NIGHT
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.Tuesday, September 27 • 8:00pm
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Orlando's Professional Comedy Club
4315 N. Orange Blossom Trail, Orlando

:
I

I

298-BONK

I

:
:

BONKERZ -- Where you can see the funnyguys from
Carson, Letterman, TV and the Movies.

:
:

·--------------------------------------------------······

Live In Concert

HEART ATIACK DINER ·(@:i)
Tuesday Sept. 27 9 p.m. SAC
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Just say no to drugs
or no financial aid

Students raise money·for their
departments with fall phonathon
by John Nolan

Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

Student drug dealers or
users shouldn't be able to
get federal financial aid for
10 years after they're convicted, the U.S. House of
Representatives said last
week.
In a 335-67 vote, the
House approved H.R. 5210.
If the U.S. Senate also approves the bill, the purging
of drug dealers and users
from student aid rolls will
become law.
Labeled as "bad policy" by
Charles Saunders of the
American Council on Education, the bill would deny
student aid and other federal benefits for up to 10
years for drug dealers sentenced to prison terms of a
year or longer.
The bill denies student
aid and other federal benefits for up to five years to
anyone convicted of two
drug offenses in 10 years.
Students who complete a
drug rehabilitation program could regain their eligibility, however.

''This amendment encourages people to get drug
treatment," said co-sponsor Rep. William Hughes,
D-N.H. "How much is a
young man or woman going
to accomplish in [college] if
they're on serious drugs?"
"Why should American
taxpayers support students who in turn support a
drug habit or traffic in
drugs?" asked Rep. Thomas Coleman, R-Mo., another supporter of the bill.
"Do the proponents of
[H.R. 521 O] mean to imply
that we find even a relatively minor drug-related
offense more heinous than
murder, rape and other
violent felonies?" replied
Rep. Augustus Hawkins,
D-Calif., noting other kinds
of criminals can qualify for
student aid after serving
their debt to society.
Not many students,
however, actual1y would
lose anything if the bill
becomes law. Since only a
few students are convicted
of drug offenses each year,
the idea "doesn't affect a
whole lot of students,"
Saunders added.
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UCF students once again manned the
phones this fall to raise money for their respective colleges and departments .
Students from the College of Business
Administration were on the phone Sept. 7 calling alumni all over the country. They brought in
pledges with a 20 percent greater success rate
than last fall.
The fall phonathon is a little different from
the big spring phonathon. In the spring, students raise money for UCFs general operating
budget, which distributes funds all over campus.
· m
· di VI'd In the fall, students represent th e1r
ual colleges and those departments that wish to
participate, such as business administration
and finance. The funds benefit just those departments that raised them.
Jay Dailey, director of college development

for the College of Business Administration,
attributed the success of the phonathon to a
different approach than last year.
"When the students and faculty called the
alumni, we let them know what was going on;
the victory over Troy State, the new CEBA
building, and the new campus happenings," he
said. ''This way, we could relate to the alumni,
instead of just asking for a donation."
In addition to spending more time on the
phone with the alumni, the callers asked for a
larger gift and dropped last year's practice of
giving away UCF coffee mugs with large donations. "In this way, we upped the average donation from $25 to $33, a significant change," said
Dailey.
The function was coordinated by Tom Watkins, director of the annual fund.
He arranged the catering, assembled phone
lists and made sure everything ran smoothly.
Dailey said, "Tom Watkins handled the nuts
and bolts of the operation in order to make sure
everything ran smoothly."

Dr. Clifford Eubanks, dean of the College of Business Administration, joined students from the
department of finance at the ~ 988 Fall College Phonathon.

TASK
FROM PAGE3

Audition
STUDENT MUSICIAN AUDITION
Walt Olanay World Christmas Farrtasy on Pamde
Casting student musicians who play:
BARITONE HORN (euphonium) - GLOCKENSPIEL (tamale
roles only) • MELLOPHONE PERCUSSION • PICCOLO/
FLUTE - TROMBONE (tenor and bass) ·TRUMPET -TUBA
REQUIREMENTS
Must be lull or part time student
Mus1 be at least age 16
Must have social security number
Must provide transportation and housing
Must meet WALT DISNEY WORLD grooming standards
AUDITION IS SIGHT READING
Rehearsals begin weekends In November with performances weekends In December and dally from December 17,
1988 through January 1, 1989.
Salary $7.00 per hour • rehearsal and performance rate .
CALL NUMBERS LISTED BELOW FOR APPOINTMENT. If
you have questions call 4071345-5701 Monday· Friday
10am ·4pm.
AUDITION LOCATION:
ORLANDO
October 1
Central Florida
Fairgrounds
Appointments 1·8 pm
407-345·5701
< 1988 T"" Wal O""''Y Company

Walt li}isn•y World@ . ·
An Equal Opportunity Employer

vey to students a "campus
standard" of conduct so that
each student entering a state
university will be aware of the
institution's values and the
kind of behavior which is expected.
In the "Values in the State
University System" document,
it is reported th at, in recent
years the BOR has described
the basic responsibility of a
university in the following
way: "First, to extend the educational experience of its students with particular emphasis on development of knowledge and the acquisition of
skills that will provide useful
and informed citizens with the
ability to adapt ... to a changing environment.
"Second, to provide the student with a sense of history, a
set of values and ethics, a
corr..mitment to law and morality, a respect for dignity and an

analytical and inquiring
mind."
In December 1985, the 13
regents, the presidents of the
tate universities, and members of the BOR staff met for a
special seminar "to explore the
appropriate place for a set of
stated values in the university
system."
The BOR set forth 14 specific values for use by the system, including "personal integrity that is rooted in respect
for truth and love of learning;
respect for the rights of all
persons regardless of their
race, religion, nationality, sex,
and age, physical condition, or
mental state; and civility, including congenial relations
between men and women."
Butler said, "In my opinion
this idea for the code of ethics
stemmed from various incidents in the SUS, like the horrible fraternity [rape incidents] which have occurred at
FSU and Stetson and the increased awareness of cheating
in the universities."

The task force must submit
its report to the Board of Regents by Dec. 1 and has already held two meetings to
discuss potential values for
students and faculty.
In a memo to members of
the Task Force Butler wrote,
"While implementation of this
code is vital to its success, we
should remember that our
purpose is to compose a code of
values. We may offer suggestions for implementation, but
we lack the authority to proceed beyond the recommendation stage."
Two ideas proposed to the
committee are a campus-wide
honor code in which students
have ethical obligations to
preserve an atmosphere of
honesty at UCF and a student
honor court.
Stutler added, ''The things
we set up in our code of ethics
must be wanted and supported
by the students at UCF. Ifthey
accept our proposals, we have
a chance to make this project
work."
·

..
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Students should
help FSA to cut ·
tuition increase
Tuition increases or no tuition increases, that was
the question that plagued -those attending the Florida Board of Regents meeting last Friday. However,
it didn't plague the minds of most of the BOR; they
already had their minds made-up.
Before we start protesting the board's proposal to
increase the matricular aspect of tuition (the cost of
the actual credit hour) by 15 percent, we may want to
consider the entire picture. Then we start an organized protest.
Let's start from the beginning. This beginning
dates back to about this time last year when the
FloFida Student Association (a group composed of the
student body presidents of Florida colleges that lobbies for student rights) lobbied to the Florida Legislature, and against the BOR, for a 0 increase in
tuition. They were successful.
Florida college students did not pay a tuition
increase this year, thus proving the FSA's power as
an influential student voice. Granted, the cost for attending UCF was not cheap this year, yet a huge
hunk of what studen~s pay for translates into CITF
(Capital Improvement Trust Fund), athletic fees,
financial aid fees, health fees and numerous other
charges that directly benefit students.
Everything was running smoothly until conflict
enters into the picture this year, as the 0 percent
tuition increase caught up with the FSA and especially the students. This year's price of matricular
tuition did not rise in proportion to the rate of inflation and a variety of other factors. This created an
urge to raise this coming year's tuition obviously
more than we would like to see it increased.
Is the FSA at fault? Not necessarily. It did what it
felt was right for Florida students and did directly
reduced the amount we would have had to pay if the
BOR had the final say.
And the interesting part for this coming academic
year is thatit is by no means over. Although the BOR
wants to hold the line at 15 percent, the fun-loving
governor of Florida has to give his two cents on what
he thinks tuition should be (and he will undoubtedly
wantto raise it even higher than the BOR). From
there, the state legislature must decide but ... not
without the continuing lobbying efforts of the FSA
What we, as tuition paying students, must realize
is that we must be somewhat flexible. Either way, the
tuiton will be increased this coming year, so the only
thing we can do is help the FSA's efforts to lobby it
down as little as possible.
One approach that the association wm work with
the BOR and the state legislature on will be trying to
get the increase to appear separately, visibly dividing
the funds up in propotion to the fees. This way
students can see where the increases will go to instead of throwing it all into matriculation and questioning what the funds are used for.
It all ends up in the Florida Legislature. This is
where you come in. Write state Rep. Rich Crotty, or
call his Orlando office at 855-7317 to show that you,
as students and voters, are fully behind the FSA's efforts to lower tuition.
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• NO DOMES ABOUT IT

complete geek.
Student Government was approached by the Pi Sigma Epsilon
marketing fraternity to conduct a
survey asking students the direction they wished SG to go. The
purpose of this survey was to help
SG to better cater to the needs of
the students.
If Campanaro had a problem
with the survey, then he may have
wanted to make suggestions to
PSE and SG, instead of flying off
the handle with some wild hair up
his you-know-what, shouting
demands for anarchy. Mr. Campanaro told us in his article that he
had no respect for any kind of government.
Campanaro obviously has never
used any of the discounts or free
tickets provided by SG. I'm sure
that he has never made a cal1 on
campus from a telephone provided
by SG either.
I also think that it is a shame
that poor Mr. Campanaro had to
wait to use a typewriter for free.
Maybe Campanaro would like to
talk to the clubs and organizations
on this campus (numbering well
over 100) which receive funding
from SG. Many of these organizations give this university great
recognition.
Perhaps Campanaro should
become involved in the governmental process and institute
change in the things he feels are
wrong instead of whimpering and
complaining from behind his desk
at The Future, which, by the way,
was originally funded by SG. SG
still gives The Future $40,000 a
year in revenue, and Campanaro
says that SG has given him nothing.

We are now five weeks into the
fall tenn and I am disappointed
with the weight facilities.
The dome is open to all students
who want to better themselves by
keeping in shape. I have vi sited
many gyms in my three or so years
of lifting and I must say the dome
takes the cake. It is less than
adequate for the numerous people
trying to get a good workout.
I understand the use of the gym
comes out of our athletic fees, so I
do not expect the best equipment.
However, the battered and tom
machines are going to cause someone to get hurt. One machine has
been broken since I started lifting
in the dome some three weeks ago.
I'm sure there must be someone
who could take 30 minutes of the
day repairing it.
One of the bench press benches
is tom so badly th at when a person
lies down on it, his head presses
against bare metal.
I have seen many high school
gyms and they are exclusive
health spas compared to the
dome.I have not been in the dome
when it has not been crowded with
people waiting to use a particular
machine or work area.
I am proud of UCF, but quite
frankly, the dome embarrasses
me. How can a major university
such as ours run such a third-class
gym, thus exposing its students to
h ea Ith hazards? I was under the
impression that someone was
supposed to be watching the
weight room and keeping it in
order.
Maybe we could get a few more
weights, some grease for the machines and a couple of mirrors. I'm
sure it would be in UCF's best
David Martinson
interest, as well as its students, to
political science
address the insufficiency of the
dome.
•BEG YOUR PARDON ...
Apparently, Mr. Tim Dobbins is
Mark Gordon doing quite well in his major. He
communications has learned to look only at that
part of the picture which benefits
•THE GUY'S A GUMBY
his candidate and not at the whole
picture. Mr. Dobbins has also
How can anyone as stupid as ]earned how to twist the facts,
Andy Campanaro work for The making a potentially detrimental
Central Florida Future?
issue appear rosy.
While Dobbins is correct that
After reading his article about
Student Government, I couldn't there are many scholarships pobelieve how much of a Gumby this tentially available to an individual
guy is. I have never met Mr. Cam- student they are not as easy to
panaro, but I am sure that he is a acquire as he infers. Once the stu-

dent has checked into the qualifications for the scholarships he or
she usually finds they do not
qualify; therefore no scholarships.
Dobbins also turns a blind eye
to experts claiming that the likelihood of Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative ever being implemented (let alone effective) is slim
to none. Does this justify taking
billions of dollars away from other
concerns and funnelling it in to
defense. Don't take me wrong, I
believe in a strong defense. I don't
believe in fairy tales.
When did the economy reach
full employment? I like to keep up
with current events and I never
heard that one. I guess the people
standing in the unemployment
lines missed that event as well.
Maybe poverty levels have decreased "percentagely" over the
last few years, but Dobbins forgets that the population has increased. He has also forgotten the
number of people who are homeless is growing at an alarming
rate. These people are not included in the poverty figures because they do not have a home and
therefore can not be surveyed and
do not qualify for welfare.
I was also interested to see that
the deficit has "decreased." Federal Deficit levels are the highest
in history, in the nine figtJ..Te level,
but according to Dobbins, the deficit has decreased. I know he said
as a percentage of the gross national product, but he was implying that the deficit went down
when actually the GNP went up.
Face it, Mr. Dobbins. Anyone
can twist information to support
their opinions; just look at television evangelists. That ability does
not mean that a college campus
should become a political battlefield. Politics has it place, even on
campus, but everyone has different views and one college should
not pretend to support a particular candidate over another. That
game defeats the learning process
and turns the school into just
another ploy for the political parties to tarnish in their bid for
power.
And Mr. Dobbins, while we are
stereotypically lumping people
together ... What about Nixon?!!?

Laura F. Schomberg
accounting
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Out on a limb
at the branch campus.

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

Are you getting stressed out? Classes getting to you?
Too many things going on at once?
The Wellness Center has a program--Stress Busters-that can help you cope with your stressful events. The
class meets Wednesdays at ll:OOam in the HRC.
For more information call X5841 .
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

:• We would like to thank •:
: everyone who partici- :
•
pated in the Biathlon on ••
•
Saturday, September 24. •••
We also appreciate all the •••
effort the volunteers and •••
•
•
•
the ••
: sponsors gave . 1n
•
! preparation of the event. •••

.

•
••
You're
All
Winners!!
•••
••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

S 0 S (Stop Our Smoking) Mondays at 1pm in
HRC. First meeting Oct.
3, 1988

STARRS

Weight
Loss.
Two meeting
times. Mondays at 9arn
& Wednesdays at10am.

STRESS BUSTERS
Wednesdays at 11am in
HRC.
Come Learn
about your stress .

SWAT The Wellness
Club!
Thursdays at
11am in HRC.

281-5841

By Karen Wedner

Alpha Tau Omega
Congratulations new pledges and little sisters.
Let's get ready tp win homecoming with PBF.
Come support A-team football. Thur. 4pm
against SAE.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Tonight is dollar-fifty movie and Dinner Nite at
the house at 7:00. This weekend is pledge
retreat so pay your fee and let's party . Also,
happy birthday to Milissa Waikman.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
B-team today, 4:00.
Buy your bus ticket in lunch room from Tipton
or the other guy. Great job on AS!I Jeff awesome MVC award- Perenich GM- Billy &
Marty.
Kappa Delta
Hey KD's. it's about time isn't it? Don't forget
the Parent-Alum Luncheon on Sat. Everyone
better be there! We love you pledges and isn't
it nice to finally have a big sis?
We are psyched for Watennelon bust with all
those great looking LCA menl Don't forget to

D&D group seeks additional players.
Characters from other campaigns
may transfer in at levels 2-5.
Inexperienced players also welcome.
( Role playing, problem-solving Is
emphasized.)
Contact Dr. Deane at x5152.
A social organization for the lesbian and gay
students of UCF meets Thursday evenings at
7:30. For more info call The Center 894-7097.

111\ lllllllltl
Two Roommates needed.
Nice house on Park AV., Winter Park, $250
and 1/3 utilities . Call Murat@281-5211 days
and 647-3112 evenings.

Computer Diskettes on Sale! 5 1/8 in. DSDD10 for $5. 3 1/2 in. DSDD-5 for $7.50. Name
brandsl While they last. Near UCF. Call 2828213.
PC Software as low as $2.99. 1000 IBM PC
Compatible Prcgrams. Latest Versions-Popular titles. Free catalog. Near UCF. Call 2828213.
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U repair) .
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call
1-805-687-6000 Ext. GH-4628 for current
repo list.

72 Mobile home 12 x 60, 2bd/1bth, 10x40
screen rm/utility near UCF , $6,000, owner
may finance 568-5757.

Mature, responsible adult to share 4 bedroom
(POOL) home w/2 others, 12 min . from UCF.
Very large & well kept, fully furnished- $200 +
1/3 util. 699-0224, Jeff or Hal or message.

Complete bdrm comforter set: Pastel floral
print wflvory lace trim. Includes: comforter,
dust ruffle, shams, curtains, round, square,
and tubular pillows. Full/Queen like new. 3800940.

Sutton Place- on Univ.Blvd. 2bdr/2bth, fully
furn ished with tennist raquetball courts, pool,
jacuzzi. Male seeking female non-smoker
roommate . $270/mo. & 1/2 util. 657-9085.

IBM PC-20mb.,monltor, printer, software,
manuals, extras. Mint Condition . $1100, 6956997.

Baptist Campus Ministry
Join BCM every Wednesday for their Bible
Study at 1:OO in the SOL. Learn how the book
of James can apply to your everyday life.
COMMUNICATE WITH CONF IDENCEI
Learn the formula for success! Come to
TOASTMASTERS and see how. Weekly
meetings- Thurs, Barn, ED 238. For more info
call 275-4241 .
Learn Tae Kwon Doi Evening beginning
classes forming . Practice Self-Defense , sport,
art, fun. UCF MOK 648-1866.

Neon beer lights for sale, all varieties . For
more informauon call Ed at 644-3810.
Hitachi fridge- 5 cu.ft., auto defrost, ideal for
dorm . 678-5887 any time .

ENTREPRENEURS
Hot opportunity - new to this area.
Earn $10,000 per month!
Call (407)236-0195
For 24 houc recorded message.

Wanted: Campus rep. for Wayne Densch.
Prefer marketing major with promotional exp.
Excellent career opportunity. Approx. 15 hrs .
a week. Contact Sonora Murwin, 851 -7100.
HIRINGI Government jobs-your area.
$15 ,000- $68,000 . Call (602) 838-8885 Ext.
5780.
Students needed to clean homes. Hours to fi t
schedule. Call 699-1636.
Interested in a sales job that allows time for
studying? Suntan Center is looking for par1time (15 to 20 hrs. per wk,) Sales associates.
We will train you- hourly wage plus commission. Apply In person at 4950 Hall Rd. #2. Next
to Shoals Apts. Call 678-n73.
Drivers needed - all shifts. Kelsey's Pizzeria.
282-0505.

1\1~1,i~i;:;;si !~r~~!~~~~I
per month. It's located across from UCF.
Contact Rhonda at 380-9872 or 425-6273
(work). Needed immediately.

111 11••11 -·~

Mktg. firm seeks individual to work PIT or FIT
marketing credit cards to students on campus.
Flexible hours. Earn between $90-$150 per
day. Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext.25.

1986 Honda Civic SI, sunroof, A/C, 5-speed,
fuel inj., bnted windows, and more. Must sell I
$6400. ca11 Scott, 6n-7563.
Pontiac Fiero SE- 84, White/gray int., auto.,
air, AM/FM stereo, tilt, 46,700 mi., tint windows, int wipers, alloy wheels, exc. condition
and very clean. $5200. 695-6544 eves.

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15,278 AVAILABLE!
Catalog $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025 . Toll-free
(800)351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or COD.

Is It true you can buy jeeps for $44 through lhe
US Gove1nmen1? Get the facts today ! Call 1312-742-1142 Ext. 689.

Do you need help with your housework? Then
•At Your Service· can help youl "At Your
Service· performs all normal cleaning functions. Call 629-4141

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick, professional service. Free revisions.
UCF's oldest typing firm . Same day and
weekend service. VISA & MASTERCARD.
Over 18,300 satisfied students and
4
grouches.
671-3007

.Excellent word processing - 366-0538.
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
Resumes and cover letters.
Designed/ revised/ typed- 657-0079.
Pro typing $1/pg Debbie 695-6146.
Typing, Word Processing 275-6210.

-

Need help in Cale I, II, II I, or Phy 3048-49? Call
Lisa, 275-4780.
Tutor needed for cost accounting. Please call
Donna at 876-6304-pm.

Love to DANCE? Get ready for the most fun
yo u'll have for years !! DIXIE LAND
CLOGGERS have begun classes Monday
nights 7-9pm. Brin g a group of 4 and only pay
for 3111 Classes are open for new dancers (all
ages). Sept. 26 & Oct 3 and last for 1oweeks.
See you there Ill For more information, cal l Iris
or Nick Johnson (407) 321-526 7.

Lin your eyes I see the Ocean at Dusk; In your
laugh I hear birds singing at dawn; in your
smile I feel the sun on a summer day. -C
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MOTEL

O VIEDO LODGE
Ethel & Bob Fayette
Managers

Downtown, close to everything
Special rates for guests at
weddings and other events

1988 Men's Soccer Schedule

148 N. Central, Oviedo, Florida
365-5276

UC6

•

DATE

~

9/4
9/10
9/15
9/21
9/24-25
9/24
9125
9/28
10/4
10/8-9
10/8

CINEMA

12255 UN IVERS IT Y BL V 0 .
ACROSS

FROM

RIKKY a PETE - R MESSENGER OF DEATH
2:00-8:15-10:1 0
4:00-6:30
BETRAYEO • R
2:15-4:45-7: 15-9:45

UCF •277 - 1454

TUCKER - PG 13
2:30-5:00·7:30·10:00
DIE HARD • R
1 : ~:30-7 : 00-9 :45

ALL SEATS
TODAY $1.50 ·

CROCODILE DUNDEE II - PG
2:10-4:45-7:00-9:00

Hours

(407) 657-7557

10/9

9-6

Mon.-Sat.
Appointments
Available

10/12
10/14
10/16
10/19
10/30

10% Discount
With Student ID

Professiona! 'Wina<lW 'Tm.ting
Comer Lake Howell

Specializing in Autos

TIME

BERRY COLLEGE
FL International
CAL ST.
FIT
Met. Life Classic
Miami
Wright St. Univ.
TAMPA
STETSON
UCF MENS INVITATIONAL TOURN.
S. ALABAMA VS. FIU
UCF V. N. CAROLINA
N. CAROLINA V. FIU
UCF VS. ALABAMA
JACKSONVILLE
BAPTIST COLLEGE
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
SOUTH FLORIDA
Rollins College

2p.m.
7:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
Noon
2p.m.
3:30 p.m.
Sp.m.
2p.m.
4p.m.
2p.m ..
4p.m ..
3:30 p.m.
2p.m.
2p.m.
3:30 p.m.
2p.m.

DALE HA WK/NS ·

& Howell Branch Rd.
Winter Park

Owner

1988 Women's Soccer Schedule

DATE

Pizza Italia I

9/4
9/1 0
9/11
9/20
10/1
10/2
10/9
10/14
10/15
10/21
10/22
10/29-30
10/29

'Wfiere fresli g oes in;

r,-------±-~i~.!5..£~~

8

I TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS (12") I
I
95 •• additional
wilh cheese & two toppings
I
I
_
charge for extra ch(.."CSC I
I
~~t~
I
I • WITHTiiIS COUPON. EXPIRES 10·31·88
I

. . ----------------t
• NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

!!i~~~ BEEif>~ODA l
I With ~urchase of any large pizza I
I
I • WITH THIS COUPON. EXPIRES l 0-31 ·88
• NOT VALID WITIICOUPON S PECIALS.
ONE PlTCHER PER P IZZA

L

OPPONENT

-------------697•5360

10/30

..I

OPPONENT

TIME

BER RY COLLEG E
Barry University
FL Intern ational
College Boca Raton
George Mason Uni v.
Univ. of Conn.
UNIV. OF N. CAROLINA
UNIV. OF ALAJ3AMA
FIU
Rutgers
S. Methodist Un iv.
UCF HALLOWEEN CLASSIC
UCF V. TEXAS A&M
BARRY V. WS MADISON
UCF V. WS MADISON
TEXAS A&M V. F.1.U.

11 a.m .
3p.m.
10 a.m .
3p. m.
12 p.m.
12p.m.
12 p.m.
4p.m.
2p.m.
6 p.m .
6 p.m.
Noon
2:15 p.m.
11 p.m.
2:15 p.m.

NOTE : Home matches are listed in all caps

10065 University Boulevard

Suncrest Village shopping Center

International Inc.
Tra.-vel r:>isco"LI.rits
for

students

and

faculty

r-"."'---------~-------------- .----,

Now Open In the Palladium Building
(Across from Holiday Inn}

281-7900
................................................

i

Ke~p~!)! '~

..: lrauel. HD1G .: .: lrauel HD1G .: .•: li-auel HD1G ::
•

•!!,••
~··

.! $5.00 OFF

: :
: ANY ROUND::
TRIP TICKET:!

!

, , , , ••
~··

5% OFF
ANY
CRUISE

,,~,.

~·

.

5% OFF :
ANY TOUR
PACKAGE :

!

.................................. ............•...
:

(aiupan goad .., up ID 5 lld<oll)

:

:

~nclucllng

s . . Savat•)

(Any Do1lnal on)

:

I
I

.

i

.

12269 University Boulevard (across from U.C.F.)

,

~------------------------------~
-

-

-

-

-

.. ,.

..

\

I

• ~

, ,.. I

J

J
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Bead What The
Controversy is All About

Last Temptation of
Christ
on sale now at

~f~~
12299 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817

(407) 658-4612

WE ALWAYS
NEED LFADERS

Ale Photo/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SOCCER STYLE

The Lady Knights' soccer team, has won three of its first four games this season.

..

BSU Elections
will be held
September 27 & 28
Sam to 4pm
in front of the
Student .Organization Lounge
across from the mailboxes
j '

•

..

i
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Fight Song And Alma Mater

•

As the UCF football
team continues its
climb to nat ion al
prominence, the campus spirit committee
would like to remind
students to commit to
memory
the UCF
Alma Mater and the
fight song: Both are
sung during all home
football games.

Fight Song:
"UCF charge onto the field
with our spirits we'll never
yield
"Black and Gold right
through that line
"'Victory' is our only cry
"V-l-C-T-0-R-Y
"Tonight our Knights will
shine! "

Alma Mater:
"All hail Alma Mater whose
banner Black and Gold,will
wave in Fame and Splendor as
the passing years unfold
"May Loyalty and Friendship
within our hearts unite, and light
the star to guide us ever upward
in our fight
"Within Honor and Affection
our friendship will renew
"We sing of the Alma Mater.
ever true!"

10xicWaste Dump.
T he Great American Smokeout. Nov. 17.

t!!fr'

,:i. :,:i~~i::~!~~=i=~~;.*~;~;.w;.,;iiii::i::~i::~~=~f,(.~~#~~ ~:~
,:,:,:1::mt:rnmmmmmmm:::t:mmmrnmmm:1~rnr:::~~:~:
• -: :,:<W~RM:«BEEn~ B~;· ,:,

{%

Wed. $2. 75 Pitcher Beer • $2. 75 Doz. Oysters
Thurs. Free Omelet Bar 5-7pm • 2 for 1 Drinks
Live Entertainment: Jason Webb/
Buffet Show 8:00pm-Midnight
Fri. & Sat. Jason Webb Band 9:00pm-1 :OOam

?:W

'jl~flf i::::::;_.;.: ·:;::?.:~:;:::::;::::::·::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::~*: :~::::::::::=:::::::::::;::::~:::::::::::;;:;::::~::=::::::;::·~:::~:~;::'.::::=.:~::.:::=~:~:::::;:;_:::::~~~:~::::::?~:~:::=:~(~{:::1::~.?-;~:~;:~:=:w::r~tr~~~~~

The sanbar Restaurant
Cassleton Corners Shopping Plaza
1007 N. Hwy. 436

~~~

NorthofAlomaon436 ~~~

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

IJOMLNDS RIVZA®

677·0197
NO COVER CHARGE

Foods For Better Living
(University Blvd. at Dean Rd., next to Publix)

Mon. - Fri.: 10-7 • Sunday: 12-5
Closed Saturdays

PRESENTS

657-4462

-~
c,\:

.A SPECIAL FEATURE

~~

25% off
KAL and SOLGAR Vitamins
~
10% Off
ffq,; TWIN LAB Amino Acids a nd Body Building
~q,
Supplcmcn ts
~Cj

q,;

FREE NOID® POSTER!
Order a delicious 16" large cheese pizza with any THREE toppings, for
only $9.99 and get FREE NOID POSTER! Just clip the coupon below
and ask for the FREE NOID POSTER when placing your order.
Offer good while supplies last. So hurry, they'll be going fast!

Body Building Nutrients • Amino Acids • Herbs
Meat Substitutes • Grain Breads • Legumes
Dried Fruits
Raw Nuts
Whole Grains

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

MAKE US YOUR
HEALTH .FOOD SJ;,ORE ·

r---------------.,
FREE NOID®

I

II

I

POSTER!

I

I
I

I
I

I

II
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

II
s
· .

•
• ·

Order a delicious
I
16" large pizza with I
any THREE
I
toppings for only
I
$9.99 and get a
I
FREE NOIDGI)
I
POSTER1 Each
I

~~~t~~~~b.topping
·

Serving Universitv of
Central Florida:

~···

;

··. University of Central Florida
Orientation Team Presents

\_ .~..

896-3030
12213 University Blvd.
Hours:
11AM-1AM Sun.-Thurs.
11AM-2AM Fri. & Sat.

a 6 hour speed reading workshop for those who want to
learn the SECRETS, TIPS, AND TECHNIQUES of
today's most successful student.

II

Hurry! Offer good I
while supplies last. I
Valid at University I
® of Central Florida
I
location only.
I
Call 896·3030.
I

._.
_____________ _
I
I

~

•
•
•
•

I

DOUBLE Reading Speed
INCREASE Comprehension
IMPROVE Retention
MAXIMIZE Organization
(We Guarantee I t!)

Not valid with any other-coup0n or offer. Prices
may vary. Customers pay applicable sales tax.
Limited delfvery areas. Drivers carry less than $20.
. ..
Cl 1988 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

I

17079

,/$.
Choose from two formats for only $65 .00:
(1) 2 Thrcc-hi>ur sessions ·Thursday, Sept. 29 & Oct 6 - 6:30-9:30PM
(2) I Six-hour session
- Saturday, Oct. I
• 9AM-4PM

For further information or registration call:

·.

(ORL) (407) 422-6455 1-800-432-4765
'"
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too rich?·
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there's no
such thing.

WAYNE DENSCH, .I.N C.

851-7100

•
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Peace Corps
.·
On-Campus Interviews
SEPTEMBER 28, 1988
(C~reer Resource Center)

(~~\

•

Your first job after graduation should offer you more than just a
paycheck. In science, education, agriculture, forestry, home
economics, industrial arts and other areas, Peace Corps volunteers
are putting their degrees to work where it's needed most while gaining
the experience of a lifetime:
• Currently 34 graduate schools across the country reserve
scholarships and assistantships specifically for former
Peace Corps members. Many graduate schools offer
academic credit for Peace Corps service.
• Quality work experience recognized by employers.
• Non-competitive eligibility for U.S. Government jobs.
• Language skills.
• Postponement of educational loans.
• $5,400 completion-of-service allowance.
• Opportunity to travel and to experience new cultures.
• And much more. Contact your Placement Office for an
interview appointment today.

the road, perhaps elevating to

I-A teams in the early '90s
most likely. The Knights are
tentatively scheduled to play
FSU in 1992 and will likely
play Louisville around that
time.
Florida and Memphis State
have also been talked about.
McDowell however does not
want to take things too quickly
with big opponnen ts.
"We don't want the image of
a stepchild," said McDowell.
"We want to play teams we can
compete with early, like Memphis State or Louisville.
"You don't take a chemistry
test without studying, sit
down and know you're going t o

20MB Hard Disk &
3.5'' Floppy Drive

Suggested Retail Price: $4999~

Special Sludenl Price:$2799~
40MB Hard Disk &
3.5" Floppy Drive
Suggested Retail Price: $5599~

Special Student Price: $30 99~
ZENITH lNNOVATES AGAlN-WITH THE NEW BAITERY-DRIVEN SUPERSPORT 286"' TO GET YOUR CAREER ON THE FAST TRACK.
Compact. Lightweight. Yet bursting with 286 desktop speed and power. Operating at 12 MHz with zero
wait state technology. To tackle research. engineering, statistics. architecture and math-intensive classes.
That's the new SupersPort 286 from Zenith Data Systems- today's leader in battery-operated portables.
ADVANCED DESKTOP PERFORMANCE TO GO. The SupersPort 286 offers fast 20MB or 40MB hard disks
and 3.5'' l.44MB floppy drive to carry volumes of data and application programs. IMB RAM-expandable
to 2MB with EMS and extended memory capabilities to run MS-DOS~ and MS.OS.it PC/ XT and AT
compatibility to give you the ability to multi-task applications. Plus a detac hable battery with AC
adapter/recharger. For 286 desktop standards in a truly portable PC.
ENJOYBEITER HOURS ON CAMPUS. Hours of battery power, that is. For greater productivity in all
your classes. After all, the SupersPort 286 features Zenith's co mprehensive Intelligent Power
Management - a system that lets you control howyour battery power is consumed so you won't waste
valuable energy on components and peripherals not in use.
AN EASY RF.AD ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS. For crisp text and superior readability, the SupersPort 286
also features Zenith renowned dazzling back-lit Supertwisl LCD screen with 640 x 400 double-scan CGA
resolution for greater clarity. The screen even tilts back 180-degrees so it lies flat to accommodate a
desktop monitor.
TO HARNESS THE NEW SUPERSPORT 286 PORTABLE PC AT ASPECIAL STUDENT PRICE, VISIT
YOUR ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS CAMPUS CONTACT TODAY:

or

Zenith Data Systems
(404) 446-6170

7'*''H Isystems
data
THE OUAUTY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON'

PC JCT and AT ar< ,..1, 1cred lrac!cmaru of IBM C0<p.
MS. DOS and MS.OS 2 art r<Milltr<d 1rodcmuu ol llicro>Oft Corp.
S9«io l pririnK nfftr Kood only on purrlla1<s dinctlylh~ ZcMh Conllct( s ) 11.tlnhbovc by lluclcnlS,

~~:.~:~~~'r;.:~~:W;~· ~~,~~~~"'' ~~i:~t°.:i~~~·h~ persnnal computer per
c 1988. Z.ni1h Dau S,.1tma
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The UCF men's and
women's soccer teams remained undefeated by recording two victories last week.
The men defeated the Florida
Institute of Technology 2-1
and the women shutout Boca
Raton 4-0.
Tom Wudack and Christian
Rognaldsen scored a goal
apiece for the men. Michelle
Akers led the women with two
goals in the team's win. Leslie

I-A within the next seven tol 0
years.
UCF will get its first taste of

..

365-8633

• SOCCER SUCCESS

FOOTBALL

CALL TOLL FREE AT: 1-800-468-2745

Seminole Computer

UCF sophomore nose tackle
Mike Grissom was named the
Defensive Player of the Week
in Division II by the Football
Gazette for his performance in
UCFs 26-18 victory over Troy
State Sept. 1 7. Grissom recorded a team-high 12 tackles
against the Trojans. He is the
second Knight this year to
receive player of the week
honors. Quarterback Shane
Willis won the Offensive
Player of the Week award for
his performance in the Bethune-Cookman game.

FROM PAGE 16

PEACE CORPS
MIAMI RECRUITING AREA OFFICE
330 BISCAYNE BLVD.
Room 420
Miami, FL 33132

98 W . Broadway • Oviedo, FL

• PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Fonn No. 1391

15

Suder and Kelley Barnes each
added a goal.
• THRESHOLD RUN

The 10th annual NCNB
Threshold Run for the Kids
will be held Oct. 8 on the UCF
campus. The first event will be
the 5,000 meter race beginning at 8:30 a.m. A one mile
FUN RUN and Fraternity/
Sorority/Club Team race will
follow the 5,000 meter race.
Awards will be given to the top
overall and age-group finishers.
An $8 pre-registration fee is
due by Oct. l. Late registration
is $10 and $12 on the day ofthe
race. All participants will receive shirts, refreshments and
a free ticket to the UCF-New
Haven football game 7 p.m.
Oct. 8. Runners are also eligible for post-race drawings
with over $1,500 worth of
merchandise.
Two dollars of each registration fee will go to UCF athletics to support the track program. All remaining proceeds
go to Threshold, Inc.

fail."
McDowell's goals for UCF
are far from mediocre. He feels
that with the support· of the
community UCF will get better every year.
"Our goal in 20 years is to be
competing at th-e highest level
and winning," said McDowell.
"I trunk we'll reach that goal
unless the leadership decides
otherwise about football My
goal is to make UCF as high a
quality football program as
any in the nation, bar none."
At the rate McDowell has
guided this progra~ it seems
likely these goals will be
reached. And with more than
31,000 screaming fans at the
Citrus Bowl, the big time for
UCF is not that far around the
corner.
The friendship with the
community has grown and is
growing, and with it so has the
fo otball program.

Knights dis111antle Buccaneers
23-17 road victory
brings UCF to 4-0,
promotes optimism
by Paul Owers
SPORTS EDITOR.

Admit it, you had your doubts.
The schedule said UCF had to travel
to Johnson City, Tenn. to meet Division
I-AA East Tennessee State despite
history's suggestion to the contary.
The Knights, under the tutelage of
Coach Gene McDowell, had won just
once :in seven attempts on foreign turf.
And speaking of turf, ETSU's was artificial, a surface as foreign to many
players as the road trip itself.
QQing into the game, The Outlook
was begging for something better.
But, after careful inspection of the
scoreboard late Saturday afternoon,
Rob Arkovlch/CENTRAL FLORIDA FlJTU l~E
both players and coaches liked what
they saw.
Mark Giacone heads upfield for the Knights. Giacone rushed for 62 yards on 14
It read: UCF 23, ETSU 1 7, but no carries with a touchdown in Saturday's 23-17 victory over East Tennessee State.
room for explanations. Filling in the
The 4-0 start is UCFs best since its
The Buccaneers cut the lead to 17-14
gaps, though, are some well-recognized
inagural season when that Knight on a 76-yard touchdown pass from
names.
''To win on the road is really great/' team began 4-0. It won two of its re- Mark Williams to Rodney Jones in the
third quarter, but UCF quarterback
said linebacker Wyatt Bogan to The maining four games to finish 6-2.
hane Willis·found wide receiver Sean
Though UCF still faces three road
Orlando Sentinel . "We can enjoy the
ride home now, but we won't know how games that will likely decide the true Beckton down the sideline for a 19-yard
identity of these Knights, everyone scoring pass. A bad snap prevented the
to act."
Try cautiously confident. The mini- involved in this one was concerned with Knights from adding the extra point,
leaving them with only a 23-14 lead.
upset victory upped the Knights' record only the task just completed.
A 34-yard Wayland Shamburger
UCF raced to a suprisingly easy 17to 4-0. They now look ahead to a threefield
goal with 1 :13 remaining in the
0
advantage
on
touchdown
runs
by
Gil
game home stand, a stretch that should
give the team its fifth, sixth and sev- Barnes and Mark Giacone and a Travis contest brought ETSU to within six,
Allen 30-yard field goal.
23-17.
enth victories of the year.

McDowell setting timetable
for Knights' football future
by Carlton Reese
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

how people are responding to the football program.
"I kept telling the media all week that our main
goal against Troy State was to win friends in the
community, not just knock off No. 1," McDowell
said. "I think Saturday was a good indicator ofhow
people are responding. I got the feeling that if we

UCF Coach Gene McDowell and the Knights
football program are out to win more than just
football games, they are out to win friends.
Winning friends in the community appears to be
a key element in the Knights' progression toward
football greatness.
Football greatness to UCF means the move "That's our plan [to move to I-AA
from Division II to I-AA and eventually to the next year]. We won't do it unless
highest level of a11: NCAA I-A
UCF's potential as an eventual I-A power is no we're ready. It looks like the deficit
longer a pipe-dream, it is a reality. Next year it mortgage will be paid off [one of the
seems certain the Knights will move up to I-AA. requirements], and when that's
The only things that stand in the way are money
and red tape, but Coach McDowell won't allow the done, we'll move up."
move to take place unless he feels his team is ready.
"That's our plan [to move to I-AA next year),"
- Coach Gene McDowell
said McDowell. "We won't do it unless we're ready.
It looks like the deficit mortgage will be paid off
[one of the requirementsJ, and when that's done
were playing just an average I-A school like a
we'll move up."
Memphis
State, there'd have been a full stadium."
Don't expect any drastic changes next year if the
Those who aren't convinced of the significance
Knights move up. UCF won't be playing Notre
Dame, Florida and Florida State. In fact the sched- of the crowd of more than 31,000 at the Troy State
ule should remain pretty much the same as it has game should consider a few facts. UCF vs. Troy
been. The recruiting however will be one a.s pect State drew 10,000 more fans than did the following games that took place the same day: Vanderthat does change.
"The recruiting will change in that I will go for bilt-Rutgers, Virginia-Georgia Tech, Louisvillemore high quality players," said McDowell. "I Memphis State, Temple-Navy, and Oregonthink we already have quite a few high quality Washington State games. About the same number
players, we'll just go after more of them. It will take of people were at the UCF-Troy State game as
more money, so we'll have to increase the recruit- were at the Georgia-Mississippi State game.
So perhaps the community would take in a I-A
ing budget."
Money. Budgets. These are two
team
quite well. Can UCF be a I-A team and will
key elements which can decide the fate of the
Knight football program. The best way to foster they ever be? There has been some talk about the
these two elements is to win the support of a "Big Florida" (UF, FSU and Miami) expanding to
include UCF. McDowell sees the possibility down
responsive community.
Coach McDowell feels victories over Troy State
. SEE FOOTBJ\LL PAGE 15
and East Te!lnessee State are a good indication of

John Osborne finished the Buccaneers with an onside-kick recovery
with 1 :05 -remaining.
By all accounts thereabouts, the
Knights waltzed into Tennessee and
defeated a I-AA football team. True
enough, but it could have been worse
for ETSU.
The Knights blews scoring opportunities with mistakes and penalities.
A potential touchdown went awry
when an offsides penalty nullified a
blocked punt. All totalled, UCF was
penalized 13 times for 111 yards.
The victory also came with a price
1
tag attached.
Willis had to leave the game in the
second quarter with a bruised sternum
and absorbed several hard hits. He
finished 19-for-38 with 238 yards passing, a touchdown and two interceptions.
"I took some pretty good shots," he
said. "I was getting a lot of pressure and
my feet started jumping around."
But it wasn't any easier for the
Buccaneers' quarterbacks. UCF defenders recorded five sacks for 42
yards.
Said McDowell: "He was getting
plastered today. More than he has
been.
"I've never seen a quarterback get
pounded as much as he was and perform as well as he did."
Offensive guard Andrew Bishop injured his ankle and could miss some "
action. Several other players suffered
ankle injuries on the artificial turf, but
none is expected to miss any playing ..
time.
Newspaper accounts were used in
compiling this report

Lady Knights win
3 of 5 in tourney

•

Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF volleyball team, laying the groundwork
for a third straight New South Women's Athletic
Conference CNSWAC) title, won three of five matches
this weekend to take third place in the Stetson ~
Invitational Tournament in DeLand.
The Lady Knights (7-5) defeated Bethune-Cookman College,15-2, 15-6, 15-5 and Nicholls (La.) State
University,15-5, 15-2, 15-9 in three straight games
while beating Stetson in four, 16-14, 5-15, 15-11,155.
UCF's losses were to Moorhead (Minn.) State
College and Jacksonville University, the two teams
which finished first and second, respectively, in the
tournament.
"I feel real good," said UCF Volleyball Coach Dee
Dee McClemmon, "but I 11 be happier when we get off
to a faster start."
McClemmon set certain goals for her team at the ..
beginniD,g of the season, and she was pleased that one
was attained in the Stetson tournament.
"We have achieved the goal of playing points to the
end to 15," she said. "Before, the girls would get to 11
and quit, but now they're starting to finish out the
game."Two players from UCF, Linda Santiago and
Marena Potts, were selected to the All-Tournament
team.
"I couldn't be more proud and happy," Mc Clemmon
said. "They must have caught someone's eye because
I couldn't vote for them [because of a rule which
prevents coaches from voting for their own players].
''They work hard and deserve it."
The Lady Knights return to the UCF gymnasium
this week to begin a three-game homestand. Stetson,
a team UCF has already beaten twice this season,
comes to town Wednesday, while Florida Atlantic
University and Florida A&M follow on Friday and '
Saturday, respectively.
McClemmon is pleased with her team's performance and its record to date .
"It could be a lot worse," she said. "It's just a matter
of the players getting better."
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